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Epidemiologists often compare the observed number of deaths in a cohort with the expected number of
deaths, obtained by multiplying person-time accrued in the cohort by mortality rates for a reference population
(ideally, a reference that represents the mortality rate in the cohort in the absence of exposure). However, if
exposure is hazardous (or salutary), this calculation will not consistently estimate the number of deaths ex-
pected in the absence of exposure because exposure will have affected the distribution of person-time observed
in the study cohort. While problems with interpretation of this standard calculation of expected counts were dis-
cussed more than 2 decades ago, these discussions had little impact on epidemiologic practice. The logic of
counterfactuals may help clarify this topic as we revisit these issues. In this paper, we describe a simple way to
consistently estimate the expected number of deaths in such settings, and we illustrate the approach using data
from a cohort study of mortality among underground miners.
cohort studies; mortality; standardized mortality ratio; statistics
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; CMR, causal mortality ratio; CRR, causal rate ratio; SMR, standardized mortality ratio.
In cohort mortality studies, epidemiologists often com-
pare the observed number of deaths in the cohort with the
expected number of deaths, obtained by multiplying person-
time accrued in the cohort by the mortality rate in a refer-
ence population, ideally representing the rate of death in the
absence of exposure. When the expected number is com-
puted in this manner, while employing standardization to
account for covariates, the observed:expected ratio is called
a standardized mortality ratio (SMR). Standardization is a
commonly used tool in observational research for estima-
tion of causal contrasts, by which we mean comparisons of
events in a single population under 2 different exposure
conditions (1).
The results of SMR calculations allow for an appealing
presentation: The observed and expected numbers of deaths
are reported alongside each other. This presentation dates
back to classical papers by Case et al. (2–4), who described
the approach as a comparison between the mortality observed
in the study cohort and a standard (“expected”) mortality
based on the male population of England and Wales. Case
and Lea wrote, “‘Expected’ in this context means the number
that would have occurred had the mortality that affects the
general population, defined as the male population of
England and Wales, acted with the same severity in the series
studied” (2, p. 64). This interpretation has persisted in much
of the more contemporary epidemiologic literature (5–8).
Checkoway et al., for example, write that the expected num-
ber “can be thought of as the number of cases that would
have occurred in the cohort had the cohort experienced the
same stratum-specific rates as the reference population during
the specified time interval of the study” (8, p. 144).
Such descriptions suggest an intuitive interpretation of
the expected numbers of deaths routinely reported in cohort
mortality studies. The contrast between the observed num-
ber of deaths and the expected value is often interpreted as
the effect of exposure among the exposed (9), if in the
absence of exposure the cohort members would have expe-
rienced the reference mortality rates.
Unfortunately, such an interpretation of the standard SMR
calculation is generally inadvisable. The product of the
person-time and (ideal) reference rates used to compute the ex-
pected number of deaths may differ substantially from the true
expected number of deaths in the study cohort in the absence
of exposure. This is because hazardous (or salutary) exposure
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affects not only the number of deaths but also the person-time
distribution observed in the study cohort, undermining the
interpretability of this widely used quantity. These issues were
raised in the statistical literature more than 2 decades ago by
Hartz et al. (10), Berry (11), and Keiding and Vaeth (12) and
were noted by Rothman et al. (13) but have had little
impact on epidemiologic practice as it relates to interpreta-
tion of the standard SMR calculation. One reason may
have been the lack of clarity concerning the estimand of
interest in such calculations, whether expected counts, mor-
tality risks, or relative death rates. The logic of counterfac-
tuals may help as we revisit these issues. In this paper, we
describe an approach with which to calculate the expected
number of deaths in the absence of exposure, discuss con-
ditions for a causal interpretation of such estimates, and
illustrate the approach using data from a cohort mortality
study of underground miners.
METHODS
Consider a study in which deaths have been ascertained
without loss to follow-up for a closed occupational cohort
of n men. Define study entry as time 0 and a potential dura-
tion of study follow-up of T years. Define D as the time of
death (possibly occurring after time T, in which case D is
unobserved). We use the subscript i to denote the values of
variables for cohort member i.
Expected number of deaths in a homogenous cohort
with a constant hazard rate
Suppose we denote the constant hazard rate as ha, where
a = 1 indicates the occupational cohort of interest and
a = 0 indicates a reference mortality rate (e.g., from a
region or nation). We use the superscripts 1 and 0 to denote
exposed and (reference) unexposed persons, respectively,
throughout the paper. While a constant hazard may not be
broadly applicable, we use this simple situation to demon-
strate the potential problem with SMRs. Furthermore, a
constant hazard rate might be assumed if, for example, the
cohort of men were aged 30 years at study entry in 1960
and T = 5 years (i.e., assuming a constant hazard rate for
males in a 5-year interval of age and calendar time).
Let Yi
a denote an indicator of death for subject i given
exposure status a; the indicator equals 0 for a survivor
( >D Tia ) and 1 for a decedent ( <D Tia ). The expected
value of Yi
a for a person with the hazard rate ha over the
span of T years is
( )− −h T1 exp .a
Letting O denote the total number of deaths in a cohort of
size n given occupational exposure (a = 1), and assuming
independence, the expected value of O is
⎤⎦( )[∑ − −= h T1 exp ,i
n
1
1
while the expected number of deaths in a cohort of size n
in the absence of occupational exposure (a = 0), denoted
E, is
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )∑ − −= h T1 exp .i
n
1
0
Letting P1 denote the person-time in the study cohort and
noting that h1 = (O/P1), the total expected person-time in
the study cohort, given occupational exposure, is
( )∑ − −= h T
h
1 exp
;i
n
1
1
1
similarly, the expected person-time in the study cohort in
the absence of occupational exposure, denoted P0, is
( )∑ − −= h T
h
1 exp
.i
n
1
0
0
Using these quantities, we can define several contrasts of
potential interest. For example, suppose we are interested
in the comparison between the observed number of deaths
in the cohort over the study period and the expected num-
ber of deaths in the cohort in the absence of exposure. We
may describe this using the causal mortality ratio (CMR),
which we define as the ratio of the number of observed
deaths in the cohort to the number that would be expected
in the same group of individuals if the cohort members had
experienced the reference mortality rate over the span T,
= O ECMR / .
Alternatively, we may be interested in the comparison
between the observed rate of death in the cohort over the
study period and the expected rate of death in the cohort in
the absence of exposure. We may describe this causal rate
ratio (CRR) as the ratio of the death rate over follow-up
(observed deaths divided by person-time) in the study
cohort to the rate that would be expected in the same group
of individuals if the cohort members had experienced the
reference mortality rate,
= = ( ) ( )h h O P E PCRR / / / .1 0 1 0
Similar to the case with the SMR, we can estimate the
CMR or CRR in an exposed population using an estimate
of the mortality rate h0 from a reference population. A
causal interpretation of the CMR or CRR estimate may be
made under the conditions laid out by Hernán (1), a central
assumption being that the reference rate represents the mor-
tality rate that would have observed in the cohort in the
absence of exposure to the occupational hazard.
Under the classical approach to calculation of the ex-
pected number of events and the SMR, the expected number
of deaths is calculated as the product of the mortality rate in
the (unexposed) reference population and the person-time
accrued in the (exposed) study cohort (14). The total ex-
pected number of deaths based on this approach, denoted E˜ , is
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⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )∑= − −=h P
h
h
h T1 exp .
i
n0 1
0
1 1
1
The mixed nature of this expression (i.e., the product of
the hazard rate in the reference population and the person-
time accrued in the exposed occupational cohort) leads to
problems. If the occupational cohort actually had experi-
enced the same hazard rate as the reference population, the
person-time in the study cohort would have changed as
well. As a result, E˜ may not closely approximate E. These
quantities will be equal only if h1 = h0. If h1 > h0, then
˜ <E E and the SMR, ˜O E/ , will be greater than the CMR,
O/E. This agrees with the observation by Hartz et al. (10),
as well as Keiding and Vaeth (12), that the expected num-
ber of deaths as calculated under the standard method is
biased downward when the study population mortality rate,
h1, is larger than that of the standard population, h0.
However, the ratio ̃O E/ does yield the CRR,
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
( )
( )̃ =
∑ − −
∑ − −
==
=
O
E
h T
h T
h
h
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1 exp
;
i
n
h
h i
n
1
1
1
1
1
00
1
and under the condition of constant hazards, the SMR does
estimate the CRR. This conforms to the observation by
Keiding and Vaeth (12) that the SMR is useful for statisti-
cal inference regarding relative death rates.
Expected number of deaths when the hazard rate
is not constant
The assumption of a constant hazard may be overly
restrictive in many settings. Here, we allow it to vary with
baseline characteristics and over the course of time in the
study. Let W denote a vector of baseline characteristics
such as race, sex, age at entry, and calendar year of entry.
Denote the mortality rate at time t in the occupational
cohort by ( ∣ )Wh t1 , and denote the reference hazard rate
function (e.g., race, sex, age, and calendar period-specific
death rates for a region or nation) by ( )Wh t0 . Furthermore,
suppose we allow that potential follow-up time to vary
between cohort members, as occurs when there is staggered
entry into the study and the administrative end of study
follow-up is a single calendar date. Therefore, we again
define study entry as time 0 and now denote potential study
follow-up as Ti years for person i.
Suppose that follow-up time has been grouped into dis-
crete time intervals, where L(u) is the duration of follow-up
over the uth time period. Let ( )WS ua i denote the probabil-
ity of surviving through time u or 1 minus the probability
of being deceased by time u—that is,
( ) ( ) ( )∑= − − ( )
=
W W WS u h v S v L v1 1 ,a i
v
u
a
i
a
i
0
where we define (− | ) =WS 1 1a i and assume that the rate
is suitably small for this approximation; namely, our esti-
mands are conditional on survival until entrance into the
study.
The expected value of Yi
a for a person with the hazard
rate ( )Wh t ia over the span of Ti years is
( ) ( )∑ − ( )
=
W Wh u S u L u1 ,
u
T
a
i
a
i
0
i
which simplifies to − (− )h T1 exp a if ha and T are constant
(see Web Appendix 1, available at http://aje.oxfordjournals.
org/). Letting O denote the total number of deaths in a
cohort of size n given occupational exposure (a = 1), the
expected value of O is
( ) ( )∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
W Wh u S u L u1 .
i
n
u
T
i i
1 0
1 1
i
Letting E denote the overall number of deaths in a cohort
of size n in the absence of occupational exposure (a = 0),
the expected value of E is
( ) ( )∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
W Wh u S u L u1 .
i
n
u
T
i i
1 0
0 0
i
An estimator for person-time, Pa, in the cohort of inter-
est (a = 0 or a = 1) is
( )∑ ∑ ( )
= =
WS u L u .
i
n
u
T
a
i
1 0
i
This is an estimator of the person-time in the cohort (a = 0
or a = 1) because the average time contributed to the study
by a cohort member, i, is the area under the survival curve,
which is estimated by ∑ ( ) ( )= WS u L uu
T a
i0
i .
Using these quantities, we can define 2 contrasts of
potential interest: CMR = O/E and CRR = (O/P1)/(E/P0).
Under the classical approach to calculation of expected
events and the SMR, the expected number of deaths is cal-
culated as the product of the hazard rate in the (unexposed
or a = 0) reference population and the person-time accrued
in the (exposed or a = 1) study cohort (14). The contribu-
tion to the expected number of deaths made by person i,
denotedYi0, is
( ) ( )∑ − ( )
=
W Wh u S u L u1 ,
u
T
i i
0
0 1
i
and the total expected number of deaths based on this
approach, denoted E˜ , is
( ) ( )∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
W Wh u S u L u1 .
i
n
u
T
i i
1 0
0 1
i
Yi0 may not closely approximate Yi0, and E˜ may not
closely approximate E. These quantities will be equal only
if the sharp null hypothesis is true: ( ) = ( )W Wh u h ui i0 1 .
Therefore, except at the null, = ˜O ESMR / will not equal
CMR = O/E, since the survival curve in the calculation of
E˜ does not represent the survival curve that would have
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been obtained if, counter to the fact, the study population
had experienced the reference hazard rate.
In the case of a constant hazard rate, we noted that the
classical SMR was useful for statistical inference regarding
relative death rates, and in fact yielded the CRR. However,
this is not the case generally if hazard rates are not constant.
( ) ( )
( ) ( )= ̃ =
∑ ∑ − ( )
∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
= =
W W
W W
O
E
h u S u L u
h u S u L u
SMR
1
1
i
n
u
T
i i
i
n
u
T
i i
1 0
1 1
1 0
0 1
i
i
need not equal CRR = (O/P1)/(E/P0):
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
∑ ∑ − ( )
∑ ∑ − ( )
∑ ∑ − ( )
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= =
= =
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These quantities will be equal if the sharp null hypothe-
sis is true: ( ) = ( )W Wh u h ui i0 1 ; otherwise, the SMR may
not approximate the CRR.
Cause-specific mortality and competing risks
Suppose we are interested in cause-specific mortality
rather than all-cause mortality. The same approach is taken
for calculation of the expected number of deaths; however,
we now allow that the probability of survival depends upon
2 categories of cause of death: A and B, where B denotes
death due to all causes other than A. Allowing ( )Wh tA0 to
denote the discrete-time hazard rate of outcome A in the
absence of exposure and ( )Wh tB0 to denote the hazard of
outcome B in the absence of exposure, the expected num-
ber of deaths due to cause A, denoted EA, is calculated as
( ) ( )∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
W Wh u S u L u1 ,
i
n
u
T
A i i
1 0
0 0
i
where S0(u|Wi) is defined as the overall probability of survival
up to time u, given as
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
⎫
⎬
⎭
∑
∑
( | ) = − ( ) ( − ) ( )
+ ( ) ( − ) ( )
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1 , 1,
, 1, .
i
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The CMR for the specific cause of death A is the ratio of
the observed number of deaths due to cause A, denoted
OA, to the number of deaths due to cause A that would
have been expected in the same group of individuals if the
cohort had experienced the reference mortality rates
( )Wh tA0 and ( )Wh tB0 ), denoted EA—that is,
O E/ .A A
Under the classical SMR approach, the total expected num-
ber of deaths due to cause A, denoted ̃EA, can be calculated as
( ) ( )∑ ∑ − ( )
= =
W Wh u S u L u1 ,
i
n
u
T
A i i
1 0
0 1
i
and, again, the nature of the expression leads to problems.
EA need not approximate ̃EA because ( )WS u i1 need not
equal ( )WS u i0 . These quantities will be equal if the sharp
null hypothesis is true. Therefore, except at the null, the
SMR for cause A, OA/ ̃EA, need not equal the CMR for
cause A, OA/EA.
Calculation
The CMR and CRR require the same information as
that needed for SMR calculations. These quantities can be
readily calculated using a simple program written for the
SAS statistical package (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North
Carolina) (15) (see Web Appendix 2).
Example: mortality among uranium miners
We illustrate these methods using data for a cohort of
white men who entered follow-up of the Colorado Plateau
miners’ study in 1960 and were followed through 2005 for
ascertainment of deaths; less than 1% of this cohort was
lost to follow-up (16). The expected numbers of deaths due
to all causes and to lung cancer were calculated using life-
table methods, applying reference mortality rates for US
white males as a function of attained age and calendar
period. These race- and sex-specific national death rates for
5-year age and calendar-period intervals were based on the
reference rate files compiled for the Life Table Analysis
System of the National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (17). We calculated expected numbers of deaths
due to all causes and to lung cancer and calculated the
CMR for each outcome; 95% confidence intervals were
calculated using Byar’s method (18), as implemented in the
OpenEpi calculator (19). We also calculated the expected
numbers of deaths due to all causes and to lung cancer
applying the classical SMR method, the SMR for each out-
come, and approximate 95% confidence intervals (again
using Byar’s method). Finally, to illustrate these calcula-
tions in a cohort essentially followed to extinction, we
repeated these calculations in a subcohort of 587 white
men who were aged 50 years or older at study entry (i.e.,
on January 1, 1960) and calculated the all-cause mortality
CRR for this subcohort.
RESULTS
Among the 3,254 white male Colorado Plateau miners
alive in 1960 and subsequently followed through 2005, the
observed number of deaths was 2,428 (Table 1). The ex-
pected number of deaths due to all causes was 2,167.3,
yielding a CMR of 1.1 (95% confidence interval (CI): 1.1,
1.2). A standard SMR calculation yields an SMR of 1.4
(95% CI: 1.4, 1.5) based on 1,693.2 expected deaths. Note
that the expected number of deaths under the SMR calcula-
tion is substantially less than the number of deaths expected
in the cohort over the study period based on the reference
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mortality rates. This is because the standard SMR uses the
observed person-time to calculate the expected number of
deaths, while the CMR uses the person-time that would
have been expected had the study population actually had
the hazard rates in the reference population. These lower
reference rates lead to an increase in person-time for the
CMR calculations and thus an increased number of ex-
pected deaths. There were 549 deaths due to lung cancer
observed among the 3,254 white male miners. The ex-
pected number of deaths due to lung cancer was 186.0,
yielding a CMR of 3.0 (95% CI: 2.7, 3.2). A standard
SMR calculation yields an SMR of 3.7 (95% CI: 3.4, 4.0)
based on 148.9 expected lung cancer deaths; again, the ex-
pected number derived by the SMR calculation is less than
the number of lung cancer deaths expected in the cohort
over the study period based on the reference mortality rates.
In the subcohort of 587 white male miners who entered
follow-up at age ≥50 years in 1960 and were followed
through 2005, 585 of the men were deceased by the end of
study follow-up (Table 2). The expected number of deaths
due to all causes was 579.0, yielding a CMR of 1.0 (95%
CI: 0.9, 1.1). A standard SMR calculation yields an SMR
of 1.3 (95% CI: 1.2, 1.4) based on 443.0 expected deaths;
again, the expected number of deaths under the SMR cal-
culation is substantially less than the number of deaths ex-
pected in the cohort over the study period based on the
reference mortality rates.
There were 97 deaths due to lung cancer observed in the
subcohort of 587 white male miners. The expected number
of lung cancer deaths was 34.1, yielding a CMR of 2.8 (95%
CI: 2.3, 3.5). Given a CMR for all causes near 1 and an ele-
vated CMR for death due to lung cancer (Table 2), it is use-
ful to note that the CMR for competing events is 0.9 (95%
CI: 0.8, 1.0) based on 544.9 expected deaths due to all causes
other than lung cancer (compared with 488 observed). A
standard SMR calculation, by contrast, yields an SMR of 1.2
(95% CI: 1.1, 1.3) based on 415.9 expected deaths due to all
causes other than lung cancer.
While the CMR for this subcohort is 1.0, the effect of
the exposure is reflected by evidence of life-shortening.
The observed number of person-years in this subcohort is
9,542, while 11,203 person-years would have been ex-
pected if this subcohort had experienced mortality rates
comparable to those of the reference population. Using the
observed and expected numbers of deaths and person-years
in this subcohort, we calculate the CRR. We compare the
observed all-cause death rate (61.3 per 1,000 person-years)
with the rate expected based on the numbers of deaths and
person-years that would be expected if this subcohort had
experienced mortality rates comparable to those of the ref-
erence population (51.7 per 1,000 person-years). The ratio
of these rates (CRR = 1.2) differs slightly from the SMR
(SMR = 1.3), reflecting a difference between a comparison
of observed and expected mortality rates in the study popu-
lation and the classical SMR.
DISCUSSION
If exposure affects mortality rates, the expected num-
ber of deaths calculated in the standard fashion for SMR
analyses does not correspond to the number of people
who would be expected to be deceased in the cohort in
the absence of exposure. The calculations for the CMR
and CRR described in our paper do not require the
assumption that exposure does not affect the distribution
of person-time, and they may provide more reliable mea-
sures of effect in many instances.
In the previous literature, a number of reasons have been
given for not calculating expected numbers of deaths based
upon expected survival functions. Keiding and Vaeth
Table 2. Distribution of 587 White Male Miners in the Colorado Plateau Miners Study Who Were Aged ≥50 Years at Study Entry in 1960 and
Were Followed Until 2005, by Mortality Outcome
Cause of Death Observed No. of Deaths (O)
Classical SMR Calculation CMR Calculation
Expected No. of Deaths (Ẽ) SMR ( ̃O/E) Expected No. of Deaths (E) CMR (O/E)
All causes 585 443.0 1.3 579.0 1.0
Lung cancer 97 27.1 3.6 34.1 2.8
All other causes 488 415.9 1.2 544.9 0.9
Abbreviations: CMR, causal mortality ratio; SMR, standardized mortality ratio.
Table 1. Distribution of 3,254 White Male Miners in the Colorado Plateau Miners Study, by Mortality Outcome, 1960–2005
Cause of Death Observed No. of Deaths (O)
Classical SMR Calculation CMR Calculation
Expected No. of Deaths (Ẽ) SMR ( ̃O/E) Expected No. of Deaths (E) CMR (O/E)
All causes 2,428 1,693.2 1.4 2,167.3 1.1
Lung cancer 549 148.9 3.7 186.0 3.0
All other causes 1,879 1,544.3 1.2 1,981.3 1.0
Abbreviations: CMR, causal mortality ratio; SMR, standardized mortality ratio.
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correctly noted that the approach requires one to know the
period of study (12). However, in the context of occupa-
tional cohort mortality studies, which is one setting where
SMR calculations are commonly performed, the adminis-
trative end of study follow-up is almost always explicitly
defined. This permits definition of the expected number of
deaths over an explicitly defined interval of study follow-
up. We agree with Keiding and Vaeth, however, that the
CMR should not be used if the end of the study period can-
not be explicitly defined.
It has been noted that when examining long-term mortal-
ity in a cohort, a comparison of mortality risks may not be
the preferred summary measure of association (20). The
CMR is based upon estimates of cumulative numbers of
events at the end of follow-up; consequently, the expected
mortality due to all causes is a function of the length of the
study period, and in the long run, it goes to unity (because,
in the long run, we all die). The standard SMR does not
have this feature (as illustrated in Table 2). In the current
paper, we commenced with the assumption that the ex-
pected number of deaths was a quantity of primary interest.
When this is the case, reporting “expected” deaths as calcu-
lated under the method used in classical SMR calculations
may erroneously suggest that a deleterious exposure is
responsible for a larger absolute excess of mortality than
could logically be expected. In contrast, the CMR can be
interpreted as a causal parameter because it represents a
contrast of the same group of individuals under 2 different
scenarios. Indeed, the expected number of deaths in the
CMR calculation is a special case of the g-formula (21)
used for calculation of the cumulative incidence under no
exposure. The fact that the CMR converges to unity in the
long run does not suggest that the proposed CMR is with-
out utility in long-term cohort studies; to the contrary, it
accurately represents the fact that long-term comparisons
of the observed and expected numbers of deaths due to all
causes are not particularly informative. Further, the CMR
need not be defined solely at the end of follow-up but can
be defined as a function of time since the beginning of
follow-up (22).
Some authors have suggested that in long-term mortality
studies, attention should be focused on estimation of mor-
tality rate ratios rather than mortality risk ratios (20). Given
constant hazard rates, the SMR estimates the CRR, and
Kieding and Vaeth suggested that its associated test statis-
tic is optimal for statistical inference for relative death rates
(12). However, we have shown that under more general
conditions, the SMR will not estimate the ratio of observed
and expected numbers of deaths (the CMR), nor will it pro-
vide a consistent estimate of the ratio of rates (the CRR), if
the null condition is not true. Interestingly, if the propor-
tional hazards assumption holds, the SMR will estimate
this constant hazard ratio, which can be interpreted as the
hazard ratio for any individual in the study population.
However, this does not necessarily equal the CRR, which
is a marginal, population-average quantity. Moreover, the
SMR is standardized with respect to attained age and calen-
dar time, and the distribution of person-time with respect to
these characteristics is affected by a hazardous (or salubri-
ous) exposure. Robins and Morgenstern (23) pointed out
how complications could arise in interpretation of epidemi-
ologic measures in such settings; and Rothman et al. (13)
noted that when exposure affects the distribution used to
construct the standardization weights, comparison of stan-
dardized incidences will not properly reflect the net expo-
sure effect.
The CRR presents a simple counterfactual comparison
between the observed rate in the study cohort and the rate
that would have been observed in the same population if
it had experienced the reference hazard rate, so that the
groups are comparable with respect to baseline covariates
(such as age at entry into the study). The cumulative risk,
and hence the CMR, may be useful in scenarios in which
we wish to estimate net impacts of exposure on mortality,
such as for harm reduction or to formalize the tradeoffs of
policy choices. The CRR may be useful in other scenar-
ios, and we also provide an approach to estimation of that
quantity. As illustrated in our example, such methods
readily allow for a summary rate ratio comparison stan-
dardized to baseline covariates, interpretable as the ratio
of the marginal rate in the study cohort to the marginal
rate that would have been expected in the same population
over the study period if the cohort members had experi-
enced the reference rate; and the CRR need not equal the
classical SMR.
We have focused on comparisons of observed and ex-
pected numbers of deaths that are summarized in terms of
a ratio measure. However, the quantities O and E also may
be subtracted to yield a difference measure that can be in-
terpreted as a causal parameter. Importantly, EA need not
equal ̃EA, and consequently this quantity need not equal the
difference between observed and “expected” values derived
under the classical approach to the SMR, except when
h1 = h0.
We have illustrated these issues using empirical data.
For example, we calculated the expected mortality among
587 men who entered the Colorado Plateau miners’ study
at age ≥50 years and were followed for the subsequent 46
years (Table 2). While nearly all of these ≥50-year-olds
would be expected to be deceased by the end of the study
period in the absence of exposure (based on US mortality
rates), a standard SMR calculation yields an estimate of the
expected number of deaths in the cohort by the end of
study follow-up that implies (somewhat absurdly) that
approximately 25% of the cohort is expected to be alive at
the end of follow-up (when the minimum age would be 96
years).
In addition, we illustrated the difference in these ap-
proaches for a specific category of cause of death, namely
lung cancer mortality among underground miners. Given
competing risks, it is useful to report both the event of inter-
est and the competing event. As illustrated in Table 2, where
the CMR for all-cause mortality approaches unity, an ele-
vated lung cancer CMR implies a CMR below unity for
non–lung cancer mortality. When exposure is harmful (caus-
ing lost years of life), we illustrate that the expected number
of deaths in the absence of exposure (i.e., death due to the
specific cause of interest and death due to the competing
event) will tend to be greater under the CMR calculation than
under the SMR. This reflects the fact that if exposure affects
Am J Epidemiol. 2017;185(6):479–486
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the mortality rate (e.g., increasing lung cancer mortality
rates), it will also tend to affect the distribution of person-
time (e.g., leading to fewer years of observation in the pres-
ence of exposure than would be observed in the absence of
exposure). Of course, if the hazard rate or the length of the
study period is exceedingly small, an exposure’s effect on
the distribution of person-time will be small, and the SMR
and CMR will be similar in magnitude.
The notion of counterfactuals has offered epidemiologists a
useful framework for thinking about causation in observa-
tional studies. While certain assumptions must be made for
the CMR to estimate the causal effect of an exposure (namely,
exchangeability within strata of age, sex, and calendar year),
the potential-outcomes framework provides a formal structure
for discussing what such observed and expected contrasts
might look like. The comparison of observed and expected
events derived under traditional SMR calculations does not
easily fit within this potential-outcomes framework; however,
using the approach described in this paper, we illustrate how
such a calculation can be performed to obtain a consistent
estimate of the mortality ratio. While we have focused here
on the CMR as applied to analyses of mortality, the CMR
could be usefully applied for other outcomes, such as analyses
of cancer incidence, where reference rates might be based on
registry data.
In the current paper, we do not address issues of confound-
ing bias that may arise due to noncomparability of the study
cohort and the reference population (known in the causal
inference literature as the assumption of conditional
exchangeability) (1, 24). Rather, we assume appropriate se-
lection of reference rates to focus our discussion on a problem
in interpretation of the “expected” number of events even in
settings where appropriate reference rates are available.
Nonetheless, by clarifying how to calculate a CMR, which
has a well-defined interpretation under specific conditions, we
set a foundation for strengthening interpretation of analyses
that involve comparison of mortality in a study cohort to ex-
pectations derived from calculations involving external refer-
ence mortality rates. Our prior work has suggested one
approach to address such concerns using a negative control
outcome (25). It may be useful to further explore how the
negative control outcome approach could be applied in calcu-
lations of expected counts as derived here for the CMR
calculation.
In summary, in this paper we illustrate how to calculate
expected counts in a defined population over a specified
period of follow-up without requiring the assumption that
exposure does not affect the distribution of person-time.
This strong assumption is required for interpreting the
SMR as a contrast between observed and expected mortal-
ity. No such assumption is required for the CMR. Using
the CMR allows us to sharpen our interpretation of results
obtained from cohort mortality analyses by directly com-
paring observed event counts with expected event counts
in the absence of exposure. The CMR and CRR require the
same information as SMR calculations, and thus they may
be straightforward to implement in the future as additional
quantities estimated in statistical packages routinely used
for computing the SMR.
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